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PETRARCHAN SONNET: INSPIRATION 
 
An explosion of insight, resonating through the mind 
Overwhelming force, drawing the inner being to new heights 
Blazing colours of intellect, brighter than the northern lights
 
Thrilling new cognition, by restrictive convention unconfined 
New awareness of spirit, dazzlingly inclined 
Pouring relentlessly into clear plain sight 
Invigorated with its own purpose and might 
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Pure distilled rationality, faultlessly refined  
 
Solving problems with sudden intuition
 
Arousing the faculty of reason to creative effort 
Detonating through the power of thoughtful ignition 
Visions and apparitions of strong import 
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Compelling and demanding as the deepest premonition
 
Conveyed across huge distances by means of teleport. 
 
REFLECTIVE QUOTATION 
CONCERNING INSPIRATION 
 
“Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has 
genius, power and magic in it.” 
 
JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE [1749-1832] 
 
German Poet, Novelist, Playwright, Artist, Theoretical Physicist and 
Biologist, who is considered to be the supreme genius of modern 
German Literature. 
